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ABSTRACT
This study focuses on detailed characterizations of asphaltene fractions extracted from the Algerian Hassi-Messaoud oil field. It was found that the extracted asphaltenes are not completely soluble in toluene, instead two fractions of asphaltenes were obtained upon solubilizing the heptane-precipitated neat asphaltenes in toluene. Extensive characterizations of the toluene-soluble and insoluble fractions were carried out using elemental analysis, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (ssNMR). It was suggested that the high oxygen content and uneven compositional structures are the main contributors to asphaltene instability. The toluene-insoluble fractions were found to have higher polarity and aromaticity as well as more oxygen content than the neat asphaltenes and toluene-soluble fractions.
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1. Introduction

Light oil is considered the first source of energy worldwide, and it plays a key role in the economy of many countries (Sagar 2005; Gowdy and Julia 2007; Yoon et al. 2009). Algeria, for instance, has production capacity of crude oil more than 1.4 million barrels per day. As an average producer in OPEC, Algeria ranks 10th in the world; ahead of Qatar and Ecuador (DE and DE Master 2009). Regardless of the high-quality of produced crude oil in Algeria (the Saharan mix), with low density and sulfur content, many
issues arise during the oil recovery, production and processing due to asphaltenes deposition (Boukherissa 2008; DE and DE Master 2009; Larbi et al. 2015; Daaou et al. 2016). Asphaltenes found to be precipitated in different levels; near-wellbore region, wellhead, separators, tubing, and safety valves (Daaou et al. 2016). Although the light oil produced from Hassi-Messaoud Oil Field has low asphaltene content, the asphaltene deposition is significantly recorded and observed during the oil production (Alian et al. 2011; Daaou et al., 2016). In fact, the presence of asphaltenes in the oil matrix is one of the main challenges facing oil production from Hassi-Messaoud Oil Field. The asphaltenes deposition contributes to several issues in the utilization and recovery of oil from which led to major complications in the pipelines and wellbores in Algerian petroleum fields, thus many wells have been entirely shutdown (Boukherissa 2008). Such common types of formation damage, precipitation and deposition that are typically caused by asphaltenes in the reservoir and the production system (Leontaritis et al. 1994; Maqbool et al. 2009) are the most difficult to pass. In addition, asphaltene deposition is challenging in many different domains of the oil industry, such as alteration of reservoir rock wettability from water-wet to oil-wet due to its potential to be adsorbed on reservoir rock (Al-Maamari and Buckley 2003; Mohammadi et al. 2017), plugging flow lines because of asphaltene deposit build-up (Creek 2005), and refinery catalyst deactivation because of asphaltene adsorption at active sites (Trimm 1996; Mustafin et al. 2020). Consequently, these asphaltene-related problems cause significant production losses and vastly increase in operational costs. Therefore, a comprehensive study on the characterization of Algerian asphaltenes has to be addressed here to understand its chemical and physical behavior. Despite the importance of Algerian crude oil in the world market, a few studies on the asphaltene characterization were conducted in this manner (Bouhadda et al. 2007; 2010; Daaou et al. 2012; Fergoug and Bouhadda 2014; Larbi et al. 2015). Larbi, et al. (2015), for example, investigated the structural parameters and self-aggregation of two types of Algerian asphaltenes extracted from oil well and storage tank. It was found that the asphaltenes extracted from the storage tank have higher polarity and solubility in aromatics with lower aromaticity compared with the ones extracted from the oil well. Daaou et al. (2016) characterized three types of Algerian asphaltenes collected from different oil sources. The characterization findings indicated that there is a significant difference in the chemical structure of the tested samples especially in the number of aromatic rings, aromaticity factors and heteroatoms. Their study also confirmed that the chemical structure and composition were changed during storage and processing. In another characterization study on the Algerian asphaltenes, it was found that the asphaltene molecules contain seven
condensed rings linked with aliphatic chains of 4–6 carbons (Fergoug and Bouhadda 2014). Bouhadda et al. (2007) described the structural parameters of asphaltenes extracted from the deposit of the Hassi-Messaoud Oil Field in Algeria. Moreover, detailed studies were carried out on the conditions of Algerian asphaltene precipitation in Hassi-Messaoud Oil Field provided by Haskett and Tartera (1965). Their findings demonstrated that the deposition of asphaltenes is more pronounced in the tubing which requires frequent cleaning. Furthermore, several studies have investigated the asphaltenes deposition in Hassi-Messaoud and reported in the literature (Carbognani et al. 2000; Guan et al. 2018).

Nevertheless, the majority of the aforementioned studies did not pay attention to the asphaltene behavior and solubility, and they considered the Algerian asphaltenes following the global definition of asphaltenes, which are completely soluble in aromatics. However, this is not the case in our present study, where the Algerian asphaltenes were found to be partially insoluble in aromatics like toluene. Asphaltenes are solubility class materials and globally defined as the heaviest, most aromatic and surface-active fraction of the crude oil, being insoluble in light paraffin like n-pentane (n-C₅), n-hexane (n-C₆) and n-heptane (n-C₇), but soluble in light aromatics like benzene, toluene or pyridine (Mullins 2011; Mullins et al. 2012; Adams 2014). The “solubility class” definition of asphaltenes generates a broad distribution of molecular structures that can vary greatly from one crude oil to another. Generally, asphaltenes have a polyaromatic structure that includes a few alkyl groups per aromatic ring and polar heteroatom-containing functional groups, such as nitrogen, sulfur, oxygen, and several metallic heteroatom, such as V, Fe, and Ni (Groenzin and Mullins 2000; Schuler et al. 2015). Therefore, the presence of functional groups such as carboxyl, ketones, aldehydes, benzo thiophenes, dibenzo thiophenes, naftenobenzothiophenes, alkyl sulfides, aryl alkyl sulfides, and aryl sulfides are likely to occur in asphaltene structure (Groenzin and Mullins 1999; Mullins 2011; Schuler et al. 2017a). Although the structure of asphaltenes is complex, several hypotheses on asphaltene chemical structures are proposed in the literature; including island, archipelago, continental, or rosary-type (Acevedo et al. 2007; Durand et al. 2010; Mullins et al. 2012; Schuler et al., 2017b). The island architecture is composed of seven fused rings and one polyaromatic hydrocarbon (PAH’s); while the archipelago architecture is composed of more than one PAH per asphaltene molecule connected by alkyl chains (Murgich 2003; Mullins et al. 2012). The continental architecture is composed also by one or two PAH’s but with a larger number of fused rings than seven (Murgich 2003; Durand et al. 2010). The rosary-type asphaltenes are very flexible and are composed of two or more PAH’s joined by flexible aliphatic chains.
(Schuler et al. 2020). However, owing to its complex chemical structure, asphaltene architectures get updated with time.

Herein, our study presents a first attempt to characterize the toluene-soluble and insoluble fractions of Algerian Hassi-Messaoud asphaltenes and investigate the role of heteroatoms especially the oxygen content in the asphaltenes structure which we believe is playing a major role in asphaltene precipitation. Thus, it was noticed that the extracted Algerian Hassi-Messaoud asphaltenes are partially insoluble in toluene, which may seem contradictory to the global definition of asphaltenes. Therefore, we carried out detailed characterizations for the neat asphaltenes (AS)OR, soluble fraction (AS)S and insoluble fraction (AS)NS using FTIR, TGA, XRD, ssNMR, and elemental analysis.

2. Experimental work

2.1. Materials

An oil sample was obtained from the Hassi-Messaoud Oil Field, located in the southeastern Algeria, and was used in this study as the source of Algerian asphaltenes. The crude oil for this field has 45° API (specific gravity of 0.802), viscosity of 2.51 mPa.s at 20°C and 0.6 (w%/w%) of asphaltenes content (Daaou et al. 2016). Table S1 in the Supplementary Materials provides a full saturates, aromatics, resins, and asphaltenes (SARA) analysis of the oil (Abbas et al. 2021). n-heptane (99%) was used as a solvent for neat asphaltenes extraction from Algerian light oil and toluene HPLC grade was used as a solvent to solubilize the neat asphaltenes sample. Both solvents were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, Ontario, Canada and used as received.

Table 1. Elemental analysis of Algerian Hassi-Messaoud neat asphaltenes and toluene-insoluble and soluble fractions after dissolving 1 g of neat asphaltenes sample in 400 mL toluene.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contents (wt.%)</th>
<th>(AS)OR Mass, mg (wt.%)</th>
<th>(AS)NS Mass, mg (wt.%)</th>
<th>(AS)S Mass, mg (wt.%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>88.68</td>
<td>86.15</td>
<td>89.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>5.89</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>6.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (mg)</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total heteroatoms (wt.%)*</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>8.43</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H/C atomic</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metals (ppm)</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>99.32</td>
<td>99.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>82.8</td>
<td>83.02</td>
<td>83.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>91.15</td>
<td>90.89</td>
<td>90.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Total heteroatoms = O + S + N.
2.2. Extraction protocol of neat asphaltenes

Asphaltenes were extracted from the Hassi-Messaoud Oil Field sample based on the ASTM D2892 and ASTM D5236 procedure (D5236-13, A 2013; D2892-16, A 2016). The extraction experiments were performed by adding n-heptane to the oil with a 1:40 (g/mL) oil/solvent ratio (O/S). Then, the mixture was heated to 100°C in a round-bottom flask. After that, the mixture was settled for 45 min at room temperature for precipitation. The solution was filtered using Whatman No. 2 filter paper. The precipitated asphaltenes were washed with n-heptane at a 1:5 (O/S) ratio until the solvent became colorless. This washing step helped to remove all the precipitates from the flask wall and ensured that the solids were well deposited on the filter paper. Then, the filtered asphaltenes (neat one) were dried under vacuum in an oven at 65°C for 30 min.

2.3. Isolation of toluene-soluble and insoluble asphaltenes

The toluene-soluble fraction of asphaltenes (AS)$_S$ and toluene-insoluble fraction (AS)$_{NS}$ were obtained by exposing 1.0 g of neat asphaltenes to 400 mL toluene. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the isolation steps of (AS)$_S$ and (AS)$_{NS}$ from the neat asphaltenes (AS)$_{OR}$. After adding
the neat asphaltenes into toluene, the solution was ultrasonicated for 60 min and then allowed to stand at room temperature for 5 h (as shown in the upside-down vial on the left of Figure 1). The solution was then centrifuged (Eppendorf centrifuge 5804) at 5000 rpm for 20 min to separate the insoluble fraction of asphaltenes, which was collected using Whatman filter paper and dried at 25°C (the right vial in Figure 1). The supernatant which contains the soluble fraction was then evaporated using a rotary evaporator to recover the soluble fraction of asphaltenes in toluene. It is worth mentioning that different concentrations of neat asphaltenes were prepared to confirm the solubility of asphaltenes in the toluene and to make sure that the precipitated asphaltenes (insoluble one) are obtained before the precipitation onset. Even at low concentration (<10 mg/L) the precipitation of asphaltenes was noticed.

2.4. Characterization of different fractions of asphaltenes

2.4.1. Elemental analysis
The elemental analyses (carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen and sulfur) for the different fractions of toluene-soluble and insoluble asphaltenes, as well as the neat sample, were identified. Around 1.5 mg of each sample were used. All the measurements were performed in triplicate with ± 0.02% relative standard deviation.

2.4.2. Infrared spectroscopy
The chemical functionalities of the isolated solid samples were characterized by a Shimadzu IR Affinity-1S FTIR (Mandel, USA). The FTIR is provided with a smart diffuse reflectance attachment to carry out diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) analysis. The background was first performed using 500 mg powder of pure potassium bromide (KBr), then approximately 500 mg of KBr were mixed with 5 mg of asphaltenes. The resulting mixture was grinded using an agate mortar and pestle for homogenizing the sample. The IR spectra were obtained in the wavenumber ranging from 400 to 4000 cm⁻¹. All the spectra were acquired as averages of 50 scans with a resolution of 4 cm⁻¹.

2.4.3. Thermogravimetric analysis
The thermo-oxidative decomposition of the different asphaltene fractions was investigated using a thermogravimetric TGA/DSC analyzer (SDT Q600, TA Instruments, Inc., New Castle, DE). ~5 mg of each fraction was heated from 25 to 800°C with a heating rate of 10°C/min under the air flow of 100 cm³/min.
2.4.4. X-Ray diffraction

The X-ray analysis was performed using a Rigaku Ultima III Multi-Purpose Diffraction System X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku Corp., The Woodlands, TX) with Cu K\(\alpha\) radiation as the X-ray source. The scan ranged from 3 to 90° 2\(\theta\) degrees using a 0.02° step and a counting time of 0.2 step/s. The analysis was operated at 40 kV and 44 mA to obtain the full diffractogram for each analyzed material.

2.4.5. Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance

The NMR experiments were carried out on a Bruker Avance Neo FT-NMR spectrometer equipped with a narrow-bore 14.1 T magnet and a 4 mm broadband magic angle spinning (MAS) probe. The corresponding Larmor frequency was 600.130 and 150.903 MHz for \(^1\)H and \(^{13}\)C, respectively. All experiments were conducted in 4 mm zirconia rotors at spinning rate of 10 kHz and 293 K (setpoint temperature). Spectra were referenced to the \(^{13}\)C chemical shifts of adamantane and processed by MestReNova 12.0.0-20080. The \(^1\)H single pulse experiments were done with a 4 \(\mu\)sec 90° pulse length, nutation frequency 42.5 kHz, 4 s repetition delay, and 64 scans. The \(^{13}\)C single pulse experiments were done with a 5 \(\mu\)s pulse length, nutation frequency 50 kHz, 45 s repetition delay, 2048 scans and a proton TPPM decoupling pulse with frequency of 50 kHz.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Elemental analysis of neat and toluene-insoluble and soluble asphaltenes

The H/C ratio, one of the key parameters that identify the degree of aromaticity of the Algerian asphaltenes and its fractions, was evaluated for the three samples of asphaltenes. Theoretically, the value of H/C ranges from \(~2\) for long alkyl chains to around unity for species like benzene and to less than unity, such as the condensed aromatic rings. To investigate this parameter, Table 1 shows the quantification of hydrocarbon (C and H), heteroatoms (N, S, and O) and metals along with H/C ratios for the three asphaltene fractions. As shown, the higher value of H/C ratio was recorded in (AS)\(_S\) sample (0.92), suggesting a lower contribution of aromaticity compounds compared with the (AS)\(_\text{OR}\) and (AS)\(_\text{NS}\) (Calemma et al. 1995; Midttum, 1999). The lower value of H/C ratio was recorded in the toluene insoluble fraction (AS)\(_\text{NS}\) (0.75), featuring higher aromaticity involving a bigger number of substituted aromatic structures. These features have been taken into account in the determination of solubility. Acevedo et al (2004) reported that the aromaticity plays a significant role in solubility and their results suggested that the fractions that have more aromaticity have a complex structure and low solubility.
However, the fractions with low aromaticity have a high solubility because of more flexible structures in presence of several aliphatic chains (Acevedo et al. 2004). As reported, the higher the value of H/C ratio the longer aliphatic chains in the asphaltene (Leyva et al. 2013). The obtained values of H/C for all tested asphaltene fractions are lower than the reported value for the Algerian asphaltenes in different studies, indicating that our extracted asphaltenes fraction at that location is more aromatic (Bouhadda et al. 2000). The table also shows a slight difference in C and H content was found in the three samples, while the (AS)NS has a slight lower amount of carbon. The oxygen content is significantly larger than the content of the other heteroatoms in all samples. Importantly, the (AS)NS has the highest polarity among all samples, which could be attributed to its high oxygen content (6.12 wt%), while the other two samples showed lower amount of oxygen ~2.27 and 2.31 wt% for the (AS)OR and (AS)S, respectively. The nitrogen and sulfur contents correspond to usually observed values in the Algerian crude oils (Daaou et al., 2008; Bouhadda et al. 2010). The (AS)OR sample has the highest sulfur content while no difference in sulfur content could be observed in (AS)S and (AS)NS samples. In comparison, the elemental composition of Algerian Hassi-Messaoud asphaltenes is remarkably similar to world extracted asphaltenes with lower sulfur content and much lower H/C ratio. The elemental compositions of various asphaltenes from Canada, Iran, Iraq, and Kuwait are compared in Table S2 in the Supplementary Materials. Based on the elemental analysis, it can be determined that the Algerian Hassi-Messaoud asphaltenes has H/C atomic ratio between 0.75 and 0.92 with considerable content of heteroatoms, more oxygen in the (AS)NS. Considering the average molecular weight of asphaltenes ranges from 500 to 1000 Da (Acevedo et al. 2007), it can be concluded that the asphaltenes backbone consists of fused aromatic carbons interspersed with polar functional groups containing a few heteroatoms per molecule. This finding was also supported by Spiecker et al. (2003) who found that the asphaltenes structure contains five to seven heteroatoms per molecule for the atomic H/C ratio ranges between 1.0 and 1.2, and with a few weight percent of heteroatoms (Spiecker et al. 2003). Such findings have been also reported by Medina et al. (2020) as the asphaltenes with a lower polarity contain higher H/C ratio with higher aliphatic groups (Medina et al. 2020). Worth mentioning here that the content of heteroatoms (N + S + O) is another factor that increases the polarity of asphaltenes (Yao et al. 2020).
As shown in the Table 1, more content of heteroatoms can be observed in (AS)NS sample. Nevertheless, the metal analysis of the three samples showed that both nickel and vanadium form complexes of the porphyrin type with the pyroles (Strausz et al. 1992; Freeman et al. 1993).

3.2. FTIR analysis

FTIR analysis was carried out for the neat asphaltenes, toluene-insoluble and toluene-soluble asphaltenes to investigate their chemical structure and functionalities. Figure 2 shows the IR-spectra of the three samples. As seen, the presence of hydrocarbon functions, that is, alkyls (3000–2800 cm\(^{-1}\)) and aromatics (3050 and 950–750 cm\(^{-1}\)) are observed in all samples. However, a significant difference in the intensity could be observed. For the neat asphaltenes, in the aliphatic region, the presence of \(-\overline{\text{C}}\text{–H}\) asymmetric and symmetric stretching (–CH\(_3\), =CH\(_2\) and –CH\(_2\)CH\(_3\)) can be assigned in the region of 2852-2935 cm\(^{-1}\). The bending vibrations of \(-\overline{\text{C}}\text{–H}\) were identified at 1375–1377 cm\(^{-1}\) (Manasrah et al. 2019b). In the aromatic region, the presence of C–H bonds vibration out-of-plane in aromatics was assigned between 717 and 873 cm\(^{-1}\) bands. The corresponding C= C aromatic stretching vibration appears near 1614 cm\(^{-1}\) while the aromatic C–H stretching presented in the weak band at 3040 cm\(^{-1}\). Worth noting that the presence of N–H and –OH functionalities were observed in the spanning broad bands from 3320 cm\(^{-1}\) and its corresponding bond signals at (2800–2000 cm\(^{-1}\)). The presence of C=O carbonyl stretching is possible here which is assigned at
1683 cm\(^{-1}\). Moreover, the presence of sulfoxide species is assigned at 1030 cm\(^{-1}\) with high intensity indicating a higher contribution of sulfur in the neat sample in comparison with the other fractions which also confirmed by the elemental analysis. These findings led us to conclude that the structure of the neat asphaltenes is similar to those Algerian asphaltenes reported in the literature (Daou et al. 2009; Larbi et al. 2015).

Similarly, the spectra of toluene-soluble and insoluble asphaltenes fractions were found to coincide with the neat asphaltenes with some changes in the features and intensity. As shown, the broad bands at 3320 and 3600 cm\(^{-1}\) are hardly visible in the toluene-soluble asphaltenes compared with the neat and toluene-insoluble samples. Another important feature in the toluene-soluble asphaltenes is the lower intensity of sulfoxide band at 1030 cm\(^{-1}\). These findings also supported by the elemental analysis results where the toluene-soluble asphaltenes have the lowest sulfur content compared with the toluene-insoluble and neat sample. Another difference is the presence of C–H deformation bond at 1373 cm\(^{-1}\) in both neat and toluene-soluble samples which is absent in the insoluble one. Importantly, the presence of carbonyl group (C=O) in the toluene-insoluble sample is confirmed by the well-defined peak around 1700 cm\(^{-1}\) suggesting the presence of ketone or aldehyde functionality (Manasrah and Nassar 2020). These findings confirm the presence of high content of oxygen in this sample. Table S3, in the Supplementary Materials, summarizes the FTIR bands with their assigned frequencies and intensity for the three samples. The IR results reveal that there are many groups capable of forming oxygen bonds, especially in the toluene-insoluble sample, including carboxylic acids, carbonyls, phenols, and sulfoxide in addition to the nitrogen groups such as pyrrolic and pyridine. These hydroxyl groups would exist almost entirely as intramolecular hydrogen-bonded complexes where the later bonds are capable of donating or accepting protons inter- and intramolecularly. Thus, the presence of these oxygen and nitrogen functionalities in asphaltene structures may reduce their solubility in toluene by increasing their polarity. It is worth mentioning here

### Table 3. The crystalline parameters for neat, toluene-soluble, and toluene-insoluble asphaltenes obtained from XRD diffractograms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crystalline parameter</th>
<th>Neat Asphaltenes</th>
<th>Toluene-soluble asphaltenes</th>
<th>Toluene-insoluble asphaltenes</th>
<th>Equations</th>
<th>References for the considered equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( f_a )</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>( f_a = \frac{A_{22}}{A_{002} + A_{c}} )</td>
<td>(Hung et al. 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_m ), Å</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>( d_m = \frac{\lambda}{2 \sin \theta} )</td>
<td>(Lei et al. 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_y ), Å</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>5.96</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>( d_y = \frac{\lambda}{4 \sin \theta} )</td>
<td>(Lei et al. 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_a ), Å</td>
<td>29.93</td>
<td>15.97</td>
<td>17.07</td>
<td>( L_a = \frac{\lambda}{2 \sin \theta} )</td>
<td>(Fini et al. 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_c ), Å</td>
<td>13.99</td>
<td>13.83</td>
<td>13.04</td>
<td>( L_c = \frac{\lambda}{4 \sin \theta} )</td>
<td>(Lei et al. 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M )</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>( M = \frac{1}{n} + 1 )</td>
<td>(Fini et al. 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_a )</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>( R_a = \frac{L_c}{L_m} )</td>
<td>(Fini et al. 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{AU} )</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>( C_{AU} = \frac{L_c}{L_m} )</td>
<td>(Hung et al. 2017)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that the water alternating gas (WAG) process is used nowadays for enhanced oil recovery in the Algerian oil field instead of natural gas flooding. The latter technique is no longer used due to commercial considerations, as Algeria exports gas to southern European countries. Water flooding is also used as a solution to the problems of salt deposition. Therefore, water is likely to be the primary source of oxygen content in asphaltenes. Additional sources for oxygen could be related to the reformat, a petroleum distillate produced locally in Algeria. The reformate obtained by this method is essentially constituted by paraffins, naphthenes, and aromatics (PNA) with composition of 42, 5, and 53 wt.%, respectively. Moreover, the presence of CO₂ due to the gas injection into the reservoir could be another source of oxygen in asphaltenes, for the case of gas flooding.

To better understand the characteristic feature of these fractions, the degree of aromaticity and carbonyl concentration were also considered here by integration of the areas under the aliphatic stretching absorption in the range 3100–2770 cm⁻¹ (A₁), the carbonyl stretching absorption in the range 1800–1630 cm⁻¹ (A₂), and the aromatic C–C stretching vibrations in the range 1650–1520 cm⁻¹ (A₃). Consequently, the ratios A₃/A₁ and A₂/A₃ are evaluated and presented in Table 2. Worth noting that the A₃/A₁ ratio indicates the degree of aromaticity while A₂/A₃ ratio implies the carbonyl concentration per unit of aromatic structure. As shown in the table, the (AS)ₐₛ sample has higher aromaticity and lower carbonyl concentration in comparison with (AS)ₐᵢ and (AS)ₐᵣ. The toluene-soluble fraction has lower aromaticity and higher carbonyl concentration compare with the neat asphaltenes. The values of these ratios in the neat asphaltenes are within the same range as reported for the Algerian asphaltenes indicating the high aromaticity and polarity (Larbi et al. 2015). These results led us to conclude that the structure of toluene-insoluble and soluble asphaltenes were found to be similar to the original asphaltenes with some features changed due to the contribution of aromatic degree and the intensity of heteroatoms, especially the oxygen content which might affect the polarity of toluene-insolublue asphaltenes. It was reported that high contribution of oxygen functionalities in asphaltenes structure, such as COO groups, have a significant effect on increasing the oxygen content through chemisorption (Medina et al. 2020). These findings are also confirmed by increasing the degree of aromatization which associated with the decreasing of alkylation degree, thus increases the amount of oxygen as reported by Medina et al. (2020).

3.3. TGA/DSC analysis

To gain insights into the differences of the considered asphaltene fractions, thermal analysis of asphaltene fractions was performed.
Figure 3a,b shows the profiles for the mass loss along with its derivatives and heat changes, respectively, for neat, toluene-soluble, and insoluble asphaltenes under air atmosphere with a heating rate of 10 °C/min. As seen, the three samples were completely burned off at different oxidation temperatures having a maximum weight loss at 506, 550, and 609 °C for (AS)NS, (AS)OR, and (AS)s, respectively. As shown in the mass loss for neat asphaltene sample, a smooth %weight decrease is observed from 230 to 390 °C followed by a fast reduction of %weight in a relatively narrow range (390–470 °C). The total volatilization of
asphaltenes was achieved at 535 °C, thus asphaltenes at this temperature were fully burned off in the presence of air.

The rate of mass loss profile indicates that the oxidation of original asphaltene occurs in three regions. Regardless of the small peak from 70 to 150 °C which refers to moisture and residual solvent used in the extraction (Trejo et al. 2010), the first oxidation peak starts from 300 to 400 °C which attributed to the oxidation of the paraffinic chains. At this peak, no significant mass change was observed because of the heavy structure of asphaltenes. Another important peak was recorded at 445 °C which could be attributed to dissociation of weaker chemical bonds such as sulfur bridges S–C and N–C (Boukherissa 2008; Trejo et al. 2010). A similar oxidation peak can be observed in toluene-soluble fraction at 480 °C, however, not observed in the toluene-insoluble fraction. The significant mass loss can be observed at around 538 °C due to the complete oxidation of the asphaltenes, and thus transformed to CO₂ and other gases (Nassar et al. 2011). The profiles of heat flow shown in Figure 3b are comparable reflecting similar effects. The presence of exotherm peaks in Figure 3b confirmed the oxidation of asphaltenes. Similar oxidation steps can be observed for the soluble sample with a clear shift to the right, that is, higher oxidation temperature.

The dissociation of chemical bonds such as sulfur bridge S–C and N-C was recorded at 480 °C with insignificant mass loss peak. The intensity of peak corresponding to the maximum rate of mass loss was recorded for toluene-soluble at 570 °C, which means that the oxidation occurred at a higher temperature in comparison with the neat and toluene-insoluble fraction. Worth noting here that no water and residual solvent can be observed in the soluble asphaltenes as indicated in the original and insoluble asphaltenes between 30 and 150 °C. This observation is expected as the extraction method for obtaining the soluble asphaltenes, as represented in Figure 1, would evaporate the water and residual solvent. The presence of an exotherm (Figure 3b) confirmed that the oxidation of the three fractions occurred. On the other hand, the oxidation of the toluene-insoluble fraction occurred at much lower temperatures and took its place in two major steps only. The lower oxidation at 355 °C and higher oxidation at 492 °C, where the latter one corresponds to the maximum rate of mass loss. Importantly, the oxidation temperature of the toluene-insoluble asphaltenes was shifted to a lower temperature in comparison with the neat and toluene-soluble fraction, which can be attributed to the presence of more oxygenated compounds in that fraction. It was reported in our previous study that the oxidation temperature of the hydrocarbons saturated with oxygen like oxy-cracked petroleum coke is much lower than the one with less oxygen content (Manasrah et al. 2018; Manasrah et al. 2019a). These findings agree well with the elemental analysis where the
toluene-insoluble fraction has more oxygen content than the neat and toluene-soluble fraction.

3.4. X-Ray diffraction

The X-ray diffraction patterns of neat, toluene-soluble, and insoluble fractions are shown in Figure 4. As seen, the spectrum of neat asphaltenes reflects in five well-defined bands. A strong and sharp band (at $2\theta = 3.42°$) which corresponds to the aliphatic chains or paraffin, $\gamma$-band at $2\theta = 17°$ and (002) band at $2\theta = 25°$, the last two bands indicate the saturated and aromatic structures, respectively (Yen et al. 1961). Another sharp band at $2\theta = 32°$ which indicates the presence of silicon oxide SiO$_2$. The final band is (10) at $2\theta = 43°$ arises from the reflection in the X-ray pattern by in-plane of the aromatic structure (Siddiqui et al. 2002). Similar peaks were reported for the Algerian Hassi-Messaoud asphaltenes by Daaou et al. (2009), however, no bands were observed at $2\theta = 32°$. On the other hand, similar bands can be observed in the toluene-soluble and insoluble fractions, however, the band at $2\theta = 17°$ is barely visible in the toluene-insoluble fraction and the band at 32 is no longer exist in the toluene-soluble fraction. Worth noting that the observed peaks in the X-ray diffraction spectrum are attributed to the presence of crystalline part in the asphaltenes structure such as the long-chain n-paraffins which coprecipitated with asphaltenes.

Furthermore, comparing the structural parameters of the three asphaltene fractions, several crystallite parameters were obtained from the XRD
patterns. The aromaticity ($f_a$), the spacing of the layer between aromatic sheets ($d_m$), the distance between two saturated chains ($d_{\gamma}$), the diameter of the aromatic planar sheet ($L_a$), the average height of the crystallite ($L_c$), the average number of the aromatic sheets ($M$) per one cluster, the average numbers of aromatic rings in one aromatic sheet ($R_a$), and the number of carbons per aromatic structural ($C_{AU}$) have been estimated following the equations detailed in Table 3. The layer spacing between two aromatic sheets ($d_m$) was calculated using Bragg’s equation from the maximum of the graphene (002) band while the distance between two aliphatic chains ($d_{\gamma}$) was estimated using the same equation at $\theta_{\gamma}$ by considering the wavelength ($\lambda$) of Cu K-\(\alpha\) radiation equals to 1.54059 Å.

It was previously reported that the asphaltene structure is consisting of repeating units of stacked condensed aromatic sheets controlled by the π–π stacking interactions. According to XRD analysis, the three fractions of asphaltene displayed an average interlayer distance, $d_m$, in the same range of 3.5 Å. Similarly, the distance between two saturated chains ($d_{\gamma}$) of the asphaltene fractions are not significantly changed and estimated in the same order of 6.00 Å, however, slightly lower for the insoluble sample (3.53 Å) compare with the other samples. These estimated values of both parameters ($d_m$ and $d_{\gamma}$) for our asphaltenes fractions have values within the typical range of the solid petroleum asphaltenes like Saudi crude asphaltenes (Shirokoff et al. 1997) and are slightly smaller than the parameter reported in the resinous-asphaltene components (Kam’yanov, et al. 1989). On the other hand, the average layer diameter of the planar sheets ($L_a$) was 29.93, 15.97, and 17.07 Å for neat, toluene-soluble, and toluene-insoluble asphaltenes, respectively. This parameter has critical feature in estimating the average number of aromatic rings per sheet in the asphaltene molecule. Thus, the estimated $R_a$ numbers following the same trend, more aromatic per sheet can be found in the neat sample (13) and an identical number of rings (7) were estimated for both toluene-soluble and toluene-insoluble asphaltenes. Furthermore, the average height of the crystallite ($L_c$) values for all the sample were almost identical in the three fractions of asphaltenes, range from 13 to 14 Å, and insignificant change in the average number of the aromatic sheets ($M$) was recorded, which are 4.97, 4.96, and 4.70 for neat asphaltenes, toluene-soluble asphaltenes and toluene-insoluble asphaltenes, respectively. However, high number of carbons per aromatic structural, $C_{AU}$, was obtained for the neat sample (32 atoms) while almost half of this value was obtained for the soluble and insoluble samples. These findings are in good agreement with those reported in the literature (Andersen et al. 2005; Bava et al. 2019). Moreover, the aromaticity ($f_a$) was obtained by the ratio of the areas of (002) and the sum of (002) and $\gamma$ bands and fitted using Gaussian approach. The results exhibit that the
aromaticity \((f_a)\) for the three samples are in the same range, however, slightly high for the toluene-insoluble asphaltenes (0.46) compare with the toluene-soluble and neat asphaltenes. Yen et al. (1961) reported that the lower value of \((f_a)\), the lower the aromaticity value. Thus, this might explain that the crystalline part of insoluble asphaltenes has long-term of aromatic rings. Although the X-ray analysis is only referred to the crystalline section of the whole asphaltenes structure, the aromaticity values coincide with the aromaticity results obtained from the elemental analysis and FTIR. Generally, the total aromaticity of asphaltenes has been reported in the range between 0.4 and 0.6 (Andersen et al. 2005). This leads us to conclude that the aromatic rings in the insoluble sample are more compact and condense compared with other tested samples of asphaltenes.

### 3.5. Solid state NMR analysis

Figure 5 shows the ssNMR spectra for the three samples of asphaltenes. It should be noted that the NMR spectra of the samples were normalized in order to have the same intensity of the aromatic peak, thus the comparison of the aliphatic peaks becomes easier. The NMR spectrum of neat asphaltenes shows multiple signals characteristics of the main aliphatic chains boned with methyl and methylene groups at chemical shifts of 29.6, 21.1, and 14.4 ppm, and similar peak shapes presented for the \((AS)_S\) and \((AS)_{NS}\)
with less intensity. However, in the (AS)OR sample many more peak components were present such as at 19.8, 22.8, 32.2, and 37.5 ppm where the last two peaks represented the methylene groups bonded to the aromatic molecules which are more dominant with shape compared to the aforementioned samples (AS)S and (AS)NS. In the (AS)OR sample, the methyl groups are more flexible. On the other hand, aromatic peak components such as alkyl-substituted aromatic carbons/internal carbons of condensed aromatic compounds appeared at chemical shifts of 138, 126 ppm. Similar peak shapes were observed for all three samples except for a peak at 104 ppm assigned for anomic carbon atoms that appear only in the (AS)OR and (AS)NS and having higher intensity in the latter sample. This peak at 104 ppm is corroborated to the di-oxygen substituted aliphatic carbon and anomic carbon (Lindon et al. 2016). Additionally, the presence of oxygenated groups is also presented in all samples. The peak at 45 ppm which is assigned for the methyl ester is only appeared in the (AS)NS. Additionally, sharp peaks present in (AS)OR sample and not present in the other two samples (AS)NS and (AS)S indicate very different structures/dynamics within the sample in the aliphatic domains. Figure 6 also shows an interesting finding that (AS)NS asphaltene fractions were found to be enriched in aromatics. These findings agree with A3/A1 ratio determined via IR spectroscopy and the elemental analysis where the toluene-insoluble asphaltenes fraction contains more oxygen than the other two samples.

The (AS)OR sample seems to have quite different conductance and seems to have a different chemical composition in the aliphatic parts of the sample. At first glance, there is not a huge difference in the aromatic/aliphatic
ratio between these samples. Purely for the aromatic/aliphatic analysis, Figure 5 may be referred to, which employs an analogous approach to the work conducted by Bouhadda et al. (2007). Figure 6 shows a comparison of the aromatic and aliphatic signals for the (AS)_{OR}, (AS)_{S}, and (AS)_{NS} asphaltene fractions using $^{13}$C single pulse experiment with proton decoupling. Error bars represent the noise calculated from signal to noise ratio over the entire spectrum. As shown, the aromatic to aliphatic ratio is the highest in the (AS)_{NS} sample. However, the aromatic/aliphatic ratio is significantly lower in the (AS)_{OR} sample compared to the (AS)_{S} and (AS)_{NS} samples, as depicted in Figures 5 and 6. As reported, the high value of aromatic to aliphatic ratio shows extensive substitution of peripheral aromatic carbons which suggest strongly rigid and flat core formed by fusion of polycyclic aromatic and naphthenic units (PANU) as in (AS)_{NS} sample (Gutiérrez et al. 2001; Acevedo et al. 2004). In contrary, the (AS)_{S} shows lower value of aromatic to aliphatic ratio suggesting more flexible structure of smaller PANU joined the aliphatic chains.

Based on that, we believe that the solubility of asphaltenes in toluene is mainly affected by several structural characteristics, such as polarity, oxygen and heteroatoms content. However, the way the PANU are assembled could be the most dominant factors in changing the solubility of asphaltenes in toluene (Acevedo et al. 2004).

4. Conclusion

The extracted Algerian asphaltenes from Hassi Messaoud Oil Field following the ASTM method was fully investigated in this study after being partially solubilized in toluene. Three samples of asphaltenes, neat asphaltenes that extracted from the oil sample, the toluene-soluble and toluene-insoluble asphaltenes were characterized using elemental analysis, FTIR, TGA, XRD, and ssNMR. The H/C ratio showed that the high polarity and high aromaticity were recorded in the toluene-insoluble fraction. These findings were also confirmed by estimating the aromaticity degree using the peak under the aliphatic and C–C aromatic areas in the FTIR spectra. It was found that the Algerian Hassi-Messaoud asphaltenes contain low amount of sulfur compared with other types of asphaltenes. Thermogravimetric analysis indicated that the maximum mass loss was recorded at 492, 538, and 557°C for toluene-insoluble, neat, and toluene-soluble asphaltenes, respectively. Preliminary data from ssNMR has revealed that (AS)_{OR} had different peak shapes compared to (AS)_{S} and (AS)_{NS} samples. Additionally, the aromatic/aliphatic ratio in (AS)_{OR} sample was lower when compared to the (AS)_{S} and (AS)_{NS} samples. More interestingly, the (AS)_{NS} sample contained the largest oxygen content which might be in alignment with the
fact that high levels of oxygen contribute to the asphaltene instability. This oxygen content is presented as ketone, aldehyde, or C–O functionality. It could be concluded that the Algerian Hassi-Messaoud asphaltenes have a very complex chemical structure that affects the behavior and stability of the asphaltenes during oil production. According to our findings, the oxygen content could be the driving force for this asphaltene instability.
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**Nomenclature**

- \((\text{AS})_{OR}\) the neat asphaltenes
- \((\text{AS})_{S}\) soluble fraction in toluene
- \((\text{AS})_{NS}\) insoluble fraction
- \(A_3/A_1\) the corresponding aromatic index
- \(A_2/A_1\) the carbonyl index
- \(f_a\) the aromaticity
- \(\lambda\) 1.54059 Å
- \(\theta_{002}, \theta_{\gamma}, \text{ and } \theta_{10}\) the diffraction angles at 002, γ and 10 bands, respectively
- \(\omega\) the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
- \(d_m\) the distance between two aromatic sheets
- \(d_7\) the distance between the two aliphatic chains or saturated rings
- \(L_a\) the diameter of the aromatic sheet
- \(L_c\) the average height of the crystallite
- \(M\) the average number of aromatic sheets
- \(R_a\) the average number of aromatic rings in each aromatic sheet
- \(C_{AU}\) the number of carbons per aromatic structural unit
- PANU the polycyclic aromatic and naphthenic units